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Safeway Box
Pen work, Gradients and Fills
Draw as much of the box as time allows
For more practice, swap out the color scheme to your own favorite
colors.
Feel free to create something entirely different, but first, create as least
one complete cup and straw and set it off to the side so I know you
understood the techniques.

W

hile making my morning cup of tea, I saw this box of straws
on the kitchen sink. I picked it up and stood staring at it for a
while in mute recognition. My wife asked me what I was doing
with my daughters box of straws. "This was made in Illustrator!" I said. "Put them down!", she said, "those are Lisa's straws." "But, I want
to draw them". "Well, you can't have the box, she needs it." To make a long
story short, and to save my marriage, I took the picture that you see here on
this starting file named: "safeway_straws_before.ai". Whoever designed this
box was very good at basic illustrator skills. There is nothing in this illustration
other than simple fills, gradients and pen work. On the left hand red side bar,
there may be a path with a feather effect, but that's it. Everything else could
have been done in illustrator 8. It's classic illustrator work.

STEP ONE: lower opacity to 35 and lock the layer. Make
a new layer named cup one.

STEP TWO: trace out an oval using matched to the

biggest black ring on the top of the biggest cup, use
spacebar to reposition it as you drag.

STEP THREE: give it no fill, 0.5 black stroke.
STEP FOUR: In graphic styles palette, click add new
style and name it drawing 0.5 black stroke only. This
will become our standard "style" for tracing.
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Drawing the wireframe
STEP ONE: It's debatable whether this wire frame will help you.

My thinking, in creating it before I started tracing out paths from
the photo, is that I wanted one complete cup, and we can only see
partial cups on the box. If you want to just start tracing shapes
directly, you can, but it will get complicated without the wireframe
as a guide.

STEP TWO: Drag out duplicates of the ovals and resize them until you

have enclosed all the black paths with ovals, including the bottom of
the cup off to the right. Draw the left and right sides of the cup, and
then mess around with dragging out duplicates of tops and bottoms and
side until you eventually get one complete cup. It's difficult because we
don't get one complete cup to trace, but we do get enough pieces of the
cup, though in different sizes that we can eventually assemble one complete cup. Once you get the one complete cup, and it fits over both big
and small cup fragments, drag out a duplicate. You can get some good
mileage out of the scale tool by lining up the edge of a cup, placing
the "scale from marker" by clicking with the scale tool on the edge,
then resizing holding shift.
Eventually you should end up with two complete cups like this
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Black artwork
STEP ONE: Put both cups on one master

layer and name it black lines, or wireframe...
Turn down the opacity of the cup "wireframes" and lock them. Turn on your photo
underneath the wireframes and use the wireframe as a guide to trace out the pure black
filled shapes from the color photograph.

STEP TWO: Draw the shape shown on the

right in one long complex closed path. You
will never get it right on the first try, but
draw it out as best as you can, and then edit
it with the pen tool and the white arrow.

STEP THREE: I used pathfinder to punch a half moon shape hole

in the bottom of the cup. In the second screenshot, there are only
four paths, one of which is a compound path.

STEP FOUR: I traced the black parts of the straw as one long

closed complex path on it's own new master layer called right
straw.
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Knock holes in straw path
STEP ONE: We'll need to cut out the half moon shapes inside the straw using pathfinders alt>subtract from shape area button. First I drew just the
one half moon, then duplicated it. out four times.

STEP TWO: Here are the five half moons, note that I only used 3 points

for each one. If you use more than 3, it will be much harder to edit them.

STEP THREE: select the outer straw path, and the five half moons to-

gether. Hold the alt key and click the subtract from shape area button in
pathfinder

STEP FOUR: This should give you the complete black straw artwork in one compound path.

STEP FIVE: To make the other straw, I made a duplicate of the right straw

layer, then dragged it off to the left and rotated 180 degrees. I resized it as
close as I could, then edited the points until they fit the smaller straw on the
left. It took about 15 minutes to edit all the points and get a good looking
left straw.
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The color under the black
STEP ONE: another 10 minutes of drawing using the same techniques

(pen and pathfinder) should give you the leaf and the orange rind fragment, which is all of the black artwork on one finished cup.

STEP TWO: I made a new master layer called cup one black artwork,
then dragged the grouped layers into that new master layer.

I dragged the wireframe artwork into an archives layer and turned it off.

STEP THREE: I made a new master layer called cup one color artwork. I

tried to find the most bottom level path in the color artwork. It's a bit of a
guessing game, but basically you can think of it as cutting out shapes from
sheets of colored paper and stacking them up. Some of the sheets of paper
have gradients on them. Whatever you do, don't start
cheating with stuff like the mesh tool, or
gausian blurs. Restrict your vector shapes to
flat color or simple gradients. That is how
this illustration was done by the Safeway illustrator, and we are trying to learn his/her
secrets.

STEP FOUR: In this screen capture, I used a

custom dashed line brush for the path so you
could see it better.

STEP FIVE: I filled the path you see outlined
on the right with a two color orange linear
gradient.
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Global colors
STEP ONE: Before we can start sampling colors, we need to move
the tracing photo out from underneath our artwork.

STEP TWO: Choose edit>preferences>scale strokes and effects.

Unfold, unlock and turn on all your layers. Drag the photo off to
the side so it is clear of the artwork. Select all. Use the black arrow
to shink all the artwork so it all fits on one sheet of 8 1/2 x 11
[the black border (view>artboard)]

STEP THREE: Apply a medium orange to light orange linear gradient across the shape. As always, the gradient starts out in gray
scale, black to white. Click on each tab and turn them both to
cmyk in the color palette flyout menu.

STEP FOUR: Click the right hand tab in the gradient palette. Choose
the eyedropper tool, hold shift and sample the color of the right
side of the cup to that gradient tab. Click the left hand gradient tab.
Shift>Eyedropper the color in the left side of the cup.

STEP FIVE: Drag with the gradient tool across the cup and compare to
the gradient used in the photo.

STEP SIX: Click the left hand tab of the gradient. Drag that swatch

from the color palette to the swatches palette. Deselect. Double click the
swatch and check the box for global color. Choose cymk for color mode,
name it orange left cup and click ok.
By making these swatches used in the gradients global, if you resuse them
elsewhere in the artwork, then change your mind about the color scheme,
you can change all occurences of each global color by simply editing the
swatch. It's very much like a css style, or a character style in illustrator. Save
the right hand swatch as a global swatch as well. Hmm, well, maybe that
doesn't work in Gradients, but you may find it useful in other places. I went
to all this work explaining it so I'll leave it in.

STEP SEVEN: Under neath the first color path, draw out

the background (bottom most) cup shape and fill it with
the lighter orange global color. I've stroked the path with
a dotted line so you could see it better in this screenshot..
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Layering color elements
STEP ONE: I've begun tracing out and coloring the artwork in

the cup. I'm trying to draw the "bottom" paths first, with the
idea that I can stack higher paths on top of them as I layer up
the artwork. All my color artwork is going on my cup one color
artwork layer.

STEP TWO: I drew the orange slice as two paths paths with dif-

ferent gradients. The bottom path was a half moon, while the top
path was the orange "sections" as one complex path. There was
also the larger underlying white backer piece, as well as the overlying black artwork, so four pieces in all.

STEP THREE: After a while the mystery goes out of this process
and it just becomes more of the same. One place where it got
a little complicated was drawing the colored shapes in the bend
in the straw. I ended up drawing a series of 3 point half moons,
duplicating after the first one and pulling the handles to make
them fit.

STEP FOUR: Because the black art-

work overlies the color, you can be
sloppy with the color artwork paths
that are overlaid with black. Make
them precise where needed, but
allow them to "underlap" the
black paths by a generous margin, this will save time.
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Final thoughts
STEP ONE: I found that I had to draw white backer shapes behind

many of the objects, including both straws, the leaves, and the
entire cup. I thought about using pathfinder to combine duplicate
shapes like on the bridge logo/seashell project, and then using
offset path, but it seemed easier to custom draw each white backer
shape. But then I do have a nice 9x12 wacom at home :-)
The white backer shapes, in combination with the hard black
outlining strokes give this illustration a lot of punch. Regarding
the fuzzy paths up in the top left corner of the red background
rectangle, I think those are supposed to be shadows of the straws.
You'd have to draw them as paths, and then go into effect>feather
and tinker with the settings.

STEP TWO: This can be a long project. Just getting this far took

me about 4 hours of steady work. As with anything in Illustrator,
nothing good is ever made quickly. On the flip side, nice illustrations like this are so pretty that the time flies by.
Put as much time into it as you can. It will print beautifully, and if
you ask me during the lab I can show you how to put it on your
as a vector based, expandable flash file.
NOTE: if you choose to use feathers or Gaussian blurs, it will not
convert to an expandable swf file for a web site, it would have to
just be a jpeg.
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